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Abstract: In 1988, Harn, Laih and Huang proposed a password authentication scheme based on 

quadratic residues. However, in 1995, Chang, Wu and Laih pointed out that if the parameters 

δβα ,,  and λ  are known by the intruder, this scheme can be broken. In this paper, we 

presented another attack on the Harn-Laih-Huang scheme. In our attack, it doesn’t need to know 

the parameters and it is more efficient than the Chang-Wu-Laih attack.  
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1. Introduction 

 Password authentication is the most widely used mechanism for authenticating legitimate 

users in multiuser computing systems, and many papers are dedicate to solve this problem, such as 

[2-5]. In 1988, Harn, Laih and Huang [2] proposed a password authentication scheme based on 

quadratic residues. They claimed that their password authentication scheme can prevent the 

password from being revealed since the system only maintains a verification table to indicate the 

corresponding parameters of the users password. However, in 1995, Chang, Wu and Laih pointed 

out that if the parameters δβα ,,  and λ  are known by the intruder, this scheme can be broken 

by registering four valid accounts and applying to the system for these four valid accounts at most 

three times to obtain the password of a legitimate user. In this paper, we proposed another attack in 

which an intruder only need a valid account to discover the password of a legitimate user without 
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knowledge of the system parameters δβα ,,  and λ . Furthermore, our attack is more efficient 

than the previous attack presented by Chang, Wu and Laih [1] even though our attack doesn’t need 

any knowledge of the four parameters. Moreover, it is impossible for the system to notice our 

attack. 

2. Review of Lain et al.’s scheme  

Before introducing Laih et al.’s scheme, we first review some characteristics of quadratic 

residues. A number y  is said to be quadratic residue (QR) modulo n  if 1),gcd( =ny , and 

there exists a x satisfying )(mod2 nyx = . Otherwise y  is said to be a quadratic nonresidue 

(NQR) modulo p .  Let nQRS −  denote the set of quadratic residues modulo n , and nNQRS −  

denote the set of quadratic nonresidues modulo n . The properties of quadratic residue [2] are as 

follows: 
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2. Suppose qp,  are primes. Then integer x must belong to one of the following four 

cases: (1) qQRpQR SSx −− ∩∈ ; (2) qNQRpQR SSx −− ∩∈ ; (3) qQRpNQR SSx −− ∩∈ ; 

(4) qNQRpNQR SSx −− ∩∈ . 

3. If nQRnQR SySx −− ∈∈ ,  then nQRSxy −∈ . If nNQRnQR SySx −− ∈∈ ,  then 

nNQRSxy −∈ . If  nNQRnNQR SySx −− ∈∈ ,  then nNQRSxy −∈ . 

Base on the properties of quadratic residue stated above, Laih et al.’s scheme is described in 

the following. Initially, the system selects two large primes p  and q  satisfying 4|)1( +p  

and 4|)1( +q  respectively, and computes pqn = . The value of n  is made public, while p  

and q  are kept secret. Let the parameters δβα ,,  and λ  be defined as:  
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In the registration phase, each user submits his identity ID to the system. Then system 

chooses a proper parameter },,,{ λδβα∈r  such that qQRpQR SSIDrDI −− ∩∈⋅=′ . By the 

properties 2 and 3 of quadratic residue, we know for any ID there exists only one parameter 

},,,{ λδβα∈r  satisfying qQRpQR SSIDr −− ∩∈⋅ . Next system computes the corresponding 

password PW such that nDIPW mod2 ′=  from the following procedure:  

Procedure Compute Password(ID:PW) 

Begin 
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End 

Finally the system saves the pair ),( rID  into the verification table, and sends the password PW 

to the registered user via a secure channel or by hand.  

In the login phase, user iU  submits his iID  and iPW  to the system. The system 

performs the following tasks: 

1. Check if the format of iID  is valid. If it is invalid, then reject the login request. 

2. Get the value of ir  with respect to iID  from the verification table. Compute 

iii IDrDI ⋅=′ . 

3. Compute nPWDI ii mod2=′′ . 



4. Check if ii DIID ′′=′
.  If it is false, then reject the login; otherwise accept the login 

request. 

3. Attack without knowledge of parameters  

Now we show how to compute the corresponding iPW  for iID  without knowing 

parameters δβα ,,  and λ . An intruder chooses a random integer x satisfying 1),gcd( =nx  

and registers an account with identification number nxIDID i mod2⋅= . Let the 

corresponding password and parameter of ID  be PW  and r  respectively, and the 

corresponding parameter of iID  be ir . We know qQRpQRii SSIDr −− ∩∈⋅ , then 

qQRpQRiii SSxIDrIDr −− ∩∈⋅⋅=⋅ 2 . Since the parameter is uniquely determined, hence 

rri = . We have 
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Substituting eq.(1) into eq.(2), we get  

nPWxPWi mod
222 =⋅  

or 

nxPWPWi mod)( 212 −⋅=  

Hence the password corresponding to iID  is either nxPW mod)( 1−⋅  or 

nxPW mod)( 1−⋅− . We notice that in the login phase the system cannot distinguish between the 

two possible passwords nxPW mod)( 1−⋅  and nxPW mod)( 1−⋅− . Now the intruder can 

successfully impersonate the legitimate user of iID  by inputting a password 

nxPW mod)( 1−⋅  or nxPW mod)( 1−⋅− .  
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